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TUCKED BACK IN THE HILLS 
of the Little Prickly Pear valley you’ll
find the Rocking Z Ranch. As you 
pull into the dirt driveway you pass 
horse pastures on either side before
approaching the main ranch complex.
The old ranch house, which has hosted
the Wirth family for many decades, is
surrounded by several
outbuildings, stables,
and a farrier station.
At this operation,
horses are front and
center.

And that’s how Zack and Patty
Wirth started. They moved their family,
six kids in all, to a little cabin on Zack’s
family ranch, where his ailing mother
still lived in the main house. Before the
family even had reliable running water,
they picked up the ranching duties and
began outfitting trail rides on the side. 

All the proceeds were reinvested in 
the ranch operations (and indoor
plumbing). Though the enterprise is still
ranch forward, it now has a few more
creature comforts. Behind the main
ranch house, there is a guest cottage,
fire pit, and garden. Zack even admits
that there is a keg of beer at the

horseshoeing stable.
Just before our first

snow a couple weeks
ago, Zack and Patty
guided a handful of
PPLT staff and board

around the Rocking Z and the portion
of it under PPLT conservation easement. 
This couple doesn’t sit still for long. The
ranch house has been fully renovated
and can now host the entire extended
family. Underneath the farrier building,
Zack has a state-of-the-art greenhouse
that grows 1,500 lbs. of barley grass a 

week for winter
feeding. After
touring the
facilities, we
hopped in the
ranch van and
mosied our 
way across the
property under
PPLT easement,
stopping to learn the
story of a dilapidated
barn near one of the
haying fields. The barn serves
as an ideal vantage point for
appreciating the untouched steep hills
on both sides of the valley encircling
the ranch. The massive cottonwoods
that line Big Sheep Creek, a tributary of
the Little Prickly Pear, were in full fall
color. Zack asserts, “I make sure to stop
and eat my lunch at this spot when I’m
out here.” An old rusty pipeline sat
next to the barn, the last remnant of 
a natural gas pipeline that extended
from northern Montana to Anaconda,
traversing the length of the ranch. 
Zack took several years to remove the
pipe, piece by piece, and even took
care of some of it on the neighbors’
parcels. Constantly experimenting with
different energy sources, the Willow
Creek wheat strain, and crop rotations,
it’s obvious the Wirths take their
stewardship of the land and the health
of the local environment seriously.

But the success of the ranch wasn’t
a foregone conclusion. Patty and Zack
have worked very hard. In the 90s 
they completed their first conservation

easement with the
Montana Land
Reliance, and as
their ranching
operations
expanded, the
need for more
land was
apparent. The
neighboring lands,

however, were out of
reach with their limited

funds. They approached
their neighbor, Don Johnston,

who was interested in protecting 
the property from subdivision. He
purchased the 507 acres, placed them
under easement with PPLT using Lewis
and Clark County Open Space Bond
funding, and then sold half to the
Wirths. Waving to the impressive hills,
prime black bear habitat, dotted with
granite outcroppings, Patty exclaims,
“Why more people don’t take Sunday
drives out here, I don’t know.”

Before wrapping up the tour, Zack
drove us down to a 1924 vintage Sears
and Roebuck house where he spent 
the first nine years of his life. The site
will soon host Rocking Z’s ranch hands.
Pointing to the red building, he says, 
“I was potty trained in a coffee can
here.” Patty had a similar upbringing,
learning how to handle horses at a
young age on her father’s ranch. Her
dad always had horses because they
were fun and a good motivator to keep
the kids around. The horses now help
to keep Zack and Patty’s kids around.
This connection to the land, a knack 
for being good (and fun) neighbors,
and a little resourcefulness will keep
this ranch going for a long time.

Our mission is to inspire connections to 
the landscapes, water, wildlife, recreation 
and agricultural heritage of west-central
Montana through conservation, now 
and for future generations. 

Patty and Zack Wirth touring
PPLT staff and board through
their property

“We developed a
reputation for being
authentic,”says Patty.
And that reputation 

is earned. 

INSIDE:
The Long View: Wild 
and Working Lands
PPLT Land Protection Coordinator
Andrea Silverman works with 
private landowners to protect 
wild and working lands.
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RECENT “FIRSTS” AT SEVENMILE CREEK

7/16 Singing Grasshopper Sparrows in the moist field
7/16 New Bank Swallow colony in eroding streambank
7/16 First Bullock’s Oriole nest documented
7/16 Singing Clay-colored Sparrows in the east section
8/25 Migrating Solitary Sandpipers foraging at the ponds
9/1 Wood Ducks on the new ponds
10/15 First sighting of a Merlin perching and hunting
10/16 Palm Warbler foraging along the creek
10/16 Hermit Thrush feeding with a group of robins in a chokecherry thicket
10/16 Three Harris’s Sparrows in the shrubs with four other species of sparrows

Learn more: Find photos, sound recordings, and more at eBird.com, or contact
Shane Sater, shsater@gmail.com. Bird surveys at Sevenmile Creek are a project of
Last Chance Audubon Society, in collaboration with Prickly Pear Land Trust.

A MID-OCTOBER DAY finds me
along the new stream channel at
Sevenmile Creek under a crisp blue sky.
The sun has melted the season’s first
snowfall and the willows still glow with
golden leaves. Most of the summer birds
– yellow warblers and meadowlarks,
darting bank swallows and thicket-
dwelling gray catbirds – have left. The
air is quiet except for the occasional
caws of crows, and on this day I am not
looking for birds, but identifying plants.
Most of the grasses are dry and straw-
colored, and seeds are everywhere: 
the parachute tufts of giant goldenrod
and rabbitbrush, the miniscule coffee-
colored grains of knotted rush. The
puddle where Wilson’s snipes and
killdeer foraged in September is gone,
but smooth brome has responded to
the moisture with lush leaves and a 
late bout of flowering. 

I glance up from my botanical key
and see a small hawk – no, a merlin
falcon – gliding low, then landing on a
woody stub near the restored stream
channel. I grab my camera and zoom in
for photos hoping she or he won’t fly off
yet. I see these swift, alert hunters often
in Helena during the winter, but this is
the first time I’ve seen one perching at
Sevenmile Creek. A few minutes later,
the merlin drops out of sight down by
the stream. Is she hunting? Bathing? 
I wait intently. A magpie lands nearby,

calls harshly, and flies off. More minutes
pass. I decide the merlin must have
moved on, so I inch closer. Then she
flies up, spreading her wings and tail to
balance on the twig of a newly planted
willow. Twenty yards away, I slowly,
slowly reach for my camera.

There is something magical about
finding new birds here. This fall I saw
American pipits foraging for the first
time in the bare earth of the restored
stream section, and wood ducks and
solitary sandpipers on the four-month-
old ponds. Besides these newcomers,
the ponds have drawn many others:
warblers, sparrows, robins, finches.
Once I watched a flock of pine siskins
feeding among fallen alder leaves 
near the water. Another time I saw a
secretive northern waterthrush reflected
in the still water, dabbing the surface
with its sharp bill. As the habitat
changes, the birds respond. Fall is
waning, and the hardy birds of winter
are appearing. October 16 brought 
the first American tree sparrows, fresh
arrivals from Alaska or northern
Canada. Winter will cover the ponds
with ice, the earth with snow, and the
landscape with quiet. Underneath,
seeds will be waiting: cattails,
spikerushes, alders, and willows. As
spring arrives and the habitat continues
to grow, I will be waiting too: eagerly
anticipating new life on this landscape.

FROM THE EXECUTIVE DIRECTOR

EVERY YEAR brings a new bounty
of color to the land trust and this one is
no different. Stream restoration projects,
new trails along Tenmile Creek for
people of all ability levels to enjoy, 
new community conservation, and
conservation easements boasting critical
wildlife habitat and open space are all
on the horizon. But as I start to catch
my breath from a summer and fall
brimming with activity, I thought it
would be great to look at a couple 
of this season’s highlights.

As part of our big picture
conservation efforts, PPLT threw its
weight behind the movement to get the
Land and Water Conservation Fund
permanently authorized and funded.

LWCF is an increasingly critical federal
funding source that provides significant
capital from offshore oil and gas leases
to conservation and public access
projects of all shapes and sizes
nationwide. PPLT’s keystone LWCF
projects are the Springhill Claim block,
more commonly known as our Wakina
Sky meadow, and York Gulch...but
honestly, LWCF is everywhere. The
authorizing legislation expired at the
end of September, but PPLT is working
hard to get that funding permanently
reauthorized and fully funded. The
possibilities are immense if we can
achieve those two objectives. Senator
Tester signed onto the bill in 2017, and
recently Senator Daines joined him. Let’s

hope this congress
can get it done.
One project I 

want to highlight 
as not just great
conservation, but also
incredible fun, is
restoring Sevenmile
Creek. These 2.2
stream miles of
restoration were not
something PPLT had
originally set out to
do when we acquired
the 358-acre parcel, 

but the chance to facilitate a complete
turnaround for the riparian area was too
great an opportunity to pass up. The
previously channelized stream added
significant sediment loads to the Lake
Helena Watershed, and negatively
impacted the fish populations in the
area. Today, we have three healthy
stream segments in their historic
floodplain – willows are growing, birds
and fish are flocking to improved
habitat, and the water meanders as a
stream should. We are set to undertake
restoration on the fourth and final
stream reach soon. This is going to be 
a big lift with funding needs and
permitting requirements, but PPLT is
committed to getting this project done.

Tenmile Creek Park has also had a
big year. With the completion of trails, 
a latrine, the bridge, parking area, and
the William Gruber veteran memorial
and loop trail, the park had its official
grand opening in June. Along with the
rest of the Helena valley, PPLT dealt with
springtime flooding and the park closed
for a short time during peak flows
(when Tenmile was the size of the
Blackfoot River…). Reflecting on that,
this property was once platted and
approved for 700 homes, many of
which would’ve been underwater in
that event. As I walked around watching
floodwaters raise and lower, it was 
a stark reminder of the value of
floodplains and open space, and the
importance of allowing our waterways
the “freedom to roam”. 

Our South Hills trail crew worked
overtime this year as well – de-trenching 

the Ridge
Trail and several
others on Mount Helena’s front side,
reroutes, brushing back trails, new
(more sturdy, sustainable) switchbacks
down to Davis Gulch, and so much
more. This work is time and labor
intensive, but it has long-term payoffs
for improving user experience and trail
sustainability. As we approach the 20
year anniversary of PPLT’s first Mount
Ascension acquisition, which culminated
in the literal mountain of public land on
Ascension, I am profoundly grateful to
those of you who year-in and year-out
make this work possible.

One more highlight! The Gehring
Ranch (recently placed under a
conservation easement) was listed on
the National Register of Historic Places
this year. Historic AND conservation
values are now protected in perpetuity
on this incredible Montana ranch – such
a cool win-win. 

As I drive around our service area, 
I look forward to more projects like this
in the future. Thank you for your support
in all ways. 

Yours in conservation,
–Mary Hollow

Before and after
trail improvements
on the Quarry Hill
trail on Mt. Helena

NEW HABITAT, NEW BIRDS 

Guest column by Shane Sater
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NEW PPLT MERCHANDISE 

We received a new shipment of PPLT
merchandise! If you’re looking to 
expand your conservation-supporting
attire or replace your dusty, trail-
weathered outfit, swing on into the
office at 40 West Lawrence Street. 
We have new:

Ballcaps: $20
Trucker hats: $20 
“Happy Trails” shirts: $20
PPLT logo unisex and 
women’s shirts: $20

Zip-up hoodies: $40
Long sleeve shirts: $40
“Happy Trails” 
kids shirts: $15

Onesies for the littlest of  
conservationists: $15

Growlers: $10
PPLT thermoses: $20
New trail maps 
including Tenmile 
Creek Park trails: $8

As always, free 
“Happy Trails” stickers

First sighting of a
Merlin perching
and hunting

Reminder:
Restoration work is
ongoing at Sevenmile
Creek property, so the
site will remain closed

to the general 
public.



Aidan and Declan Van Wyk get a $6
per week allowance from their parents.
But there’s a catch! At least $1 per week
has to be donated to a cause of their
choice. After attending a fun Prickly Pear
gathering and hearing Mary Hollow 
and other friends speak about how
important the community’s support is 
to PPLT, Aidan and Declan wanted to
become Cactus Club members and each
give $5 per month to support PPLT. 
As some of our youngest sustaining
supporters, we wanted to hear more
from the boys and their experiences:

Do you have any advice for 
people who are using the trail
system for the first time?
Declan: Start out easy like Nob Hill 
or around the folf course.
Aidan: Use a map and don’t be afraid 
to try a different sport on the trail, like
running, hiking or even biking.

Who decides where to go? 
Who has the map?
Declan: No map!
Aidan: We don’t use a map. Mom
always decides, even if we veto it!

Is there something you always 
bring with you when you’re hiking?
Declan: My hydration pack, it holds
everything.

What’s the craziest 
thing you’ve seen 
on the trails?
Aidan: Sasquatch! 
We found him twice 
this summer.
Declan: Two snakes 
and an owl.

Why do you think getting 
outside is important?
Declan: So you don’t get a heart attack.
So you can be healthy.

Why did you choose to help
Prickly Pear?
Aidan: To help keep the trails updated
and help keep public access.
Declan: I wanted to help keep 
the trees healthy.

Their mother, Kim, reported that the
boys also kicked in an extra dollar a
month, even though they didn’t have to.
We are so delighted to have the help,
Aidan and Declan, but we’re even 
more pumped to know that your
adventures on the trails are 
just beginning.
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JOIN CACTUS CLUB
There is no monthly gift too small and no monthly
supporter too young. Joining Cactus Club, PPLT’s
monthly giving program, is the easiest way to
maintain your membership. It provides a steady
flow of support for PPLT’s conservation efforts 
and reduces fundraising expenses, meaning we 
can dedicate more energy to conservation and
recreation efforts in this community.

PROTECTING PRIVATE LAND
can be a long, start-stop process and it
requires a certain commitment and
dedication to something bigger than
ourselves on both the part of the
conservationist, and the private
landowner. Private land conservation
protects important habitats, often valley
bottoms, that wildlife need to thrive, 
but also gives options for maintaining
working lands. And often these
conservation values are in sync with
many of the values of multi-generational
farm and ranch families. While PPLT may
be best known for our public land
additions and trail work, in order to truly
fulfill our mission to connect future
generations with land, water, and open
space, we can’t stop at the public land
border. PPLT takes great pride in our
work behind the scenes with private
landowners – work that provides tools
to working farms and ranches to 

protect open space and the lands and
waters they depend on. To date, PPLT 
is helping protect 4,328 acres in 
18 conservation easements across 
our service area. It’s some of the most
important and longest lasting work 
we do.

In February of this year, a key player
in that effort, Andrea Silverman,
marked her tenth anniversary of land
conservation with PPLT. Given the
nature, continuity, and longevity of 
her work, it is fitting that Andrea also
happens to be the longest-serving
member on the PPLT team. Andrea is in
a unique position for a land trust in that
she not only guides our acquisition of
conservation easements, but then also
performs the annual monitoring.

Andrea is built for this. In addition to
her background in botany and master’s
degree in ecology, she is detail-oriented,
and can give you the ins-and-outs of

land due diligence and any IRS rule
regarding easements you have. She
comes back from easement monitoring
with “cool science” for the staff – great
photos and stories of unique plants or a
rare wildlife sighting. She never loses
sight of our collective land trust goals
and ideals. She comes alive when you
bring up grizzly corridors, trails in the
Tobacco Roots, rare wildflowers, or
fishing spots along the Big Hole. Andrea
sees all the values of land, and puts in
the time to make conservation work 
for a landowner.

Even when deeds are signed and
filed, and conservation easements are
recorded, it’s not yet “conservation
done.” Every field season, Andrea
returns to each easement property. 
She’s there to ensure the agreed-upon
conservation values are being protected,
and just as important, to build on her
partnerships with the landowners 

and
act as a
resource
on behalf
of the land
trust. It’s
something she looks forward to each
year. She’ll be picking wild onions and
spotting bitterroot at the edge of the
service area one day, and visiting the far
corner of a ranch via ATV at the other
end the next day. She encounters all
sorts of residents – deer, elk, and beaver
included.

The way we see it, it is vital that we
work together with private landowners
to protect wild and working lands so
that they will continue to provide the
benefits of a healthy ecosystem for
generations to come.

THE LONG VIEW: WILD AND WORKING LANDS

IN JUNE, we were thrilled to welcome
long-time Helenan Sue McNicol to the
PPLT team. After  years in HR, finance,
community education, healthcare
administration and graphic design, Sue
brings a terrific skillset and incredibly
warm presence to the office. She packs
her free time working with mixed media
and fiber art, hiking, and golfing with
friends she’s had for decades. She hasn’t
missed a Red Ants Pants Music Festival
in White Sulphur Springs in years and
makes a stellar margarita. 

Q&A with Sue:

Q: Why work in conservation?
For me, it’s about legacy and passing on
experiences to future generations. I
grew up enjoying the open landscape
and riverfront trails of Great Falls and
surrounding areas. I was fortunate
enough to have grandparents living 

nearby who took me on bird-watching
outings to Benton Lake National Wildlife
Refuge. My father was an amazing
black and white photographer and
many a Sunday was spent driving back
roads looking for the perfect lighting
and scenery for his stunning works of
art. I came to appreciate vast openness,
nature’s offerings and public access to
land at an early age. It’s my hope
conservation organizations will provide
similar experiences for generations 
to come.

Q: What about your career 
makes you a good fit with PPLT?
My experience in the non-profit sector
has involved advocating for people with
disabilities, promoting wellness and care
through health organizations, serving
at-risk youth and nurturing spiritual
connections via faith communities. 
All of these groups are enhanced by
access to the great outdoors and

opportunities to experience holistic
wellness. While my role at PPLT is mainly
behind the scenes, I’m excited to be part
of the greater vision and outreach of
this organization. I’m able to witness
daily how funds raised and dollars spent
have a lasting impact on our community
and serve people of all types.

Q: What have you learned about
PPLT that you didn’t know before?
I always associated PPLT with trails. 
Little did I know PPLT serves four
counties and has projects underway
addressing community conservation,
agricultural heritage and preservation,
resource conservation and more. Joining
the PPLT team has opened my eyes to
seeing the greater Helena community 
in new and exciting ways.

Q: What is your favorite trail and
why? My favorite trail of days gone 
by was the hike from Belt Creek to 

my
grandparent’s
cabin in the hills
west of Neihart, MT. It was a short trek,
but as a kid, with antique snowshoes
strapped to my feet, it was a trek of epic
proportions and lasting joy. In 2015,
I savored a virtual trek on the Pacific
Crest Trail as I followed my nephew and
brother on their 2,650 mile journey
from Mexico to Canada. It was such a
gift to experience this journey through
their stories and blog postings. Most
days, however, I enjoy the crisscrossing
trails of Mount Helena with our
wheaten terrier, Junee.

WELCOME SUE McNICOL: PPLT’S NEW OFFICE MANAGER
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WELCOME NEW MEMBERS
Thanks for joining us! These members
joined between August 1 and 
November 1, 2018.

Kara Addison & Tim Chisman
Kristin Alvey
Al & Win Beaver
Jim Bennett
Starla Blank
Basil & Judy Cantrell
John & Victoria Cech
Kathleen Dodson
Jeff Downing
Mark & Lindsay Esponda
Jeanne Etchart
Bob & Rachael Heberly
Josh & Tina Hudgens
James Madden & Margaret Corcoran
Carol & Corey McGreevey
Kirk & Donna Miller
Douglas & Sharon Miller
Molly & Justin Mosness
Kathryn Munro
Jim & Leslie Murray
Luke Muskiewicz & Virginia Reeves
Chris Oliveira
Bob Olsen
Justyne Palermo
Corey & Tara Palmer
Joseph & Jackie Passamani
John Patrick
Verna & Daniel Poore
Tyler & Thi Ream
Ciara Ryan & Tony Zammit
Adam & Caitlin Senechal
SMA Architects
Dustin & Krystal Stewart
Dirk & Nancy Vandervoort
Stefan Wall & Heidi Tussing
Sarah Walsh
William War
Hanna Warhank & Dan Stevens
Julynn Wilderson
Candace Ziegler

THANK YOU
TO OUR HARVEST
MOON SPONSORS

Fit Form Studio
George’s Distributing
Helena Community 

Credit Union
Bike Helena
Valley Bank

Westaff
Dr. Will Snider,

PureView 
Health Center

Opportunity Bank 
of Montana

Stonetree 
Climbing Center
The James Brown 
Law Office, PLLC
Nicholson, Inc.

SILVER 
SPONSORS

GOLD 
SPONSORS

PLATINUM 
SPONSORS

BLUE MOON PRESENTING SPONSORHARVEST MOON 

What a year! Thank you to our
volunteers, guests, sponsors, and
auction donors. We depend on
the Harvest Moon Banquet and
Auction for a critical portion of
our operations. This year’s event
sold out a month in advance, and
we saw wonderful new faces and
community members in the room.
We were thrilled to have our
conservation-champion Governor
Bullock fire up the crowd, and
could feel a tangible energy when
the entire crowd took part in a
standing ovation for Sarah Jaeger
as her latest work was auctioned
off. We are filled with gratitude
for everything this community
does to support the work of PPLT.
Thank you for your instrumental
role in helping us continue our
mission of connecting land 
and people.
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